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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Based on the details of event displayed in the exhibit, which of the following statements is false?

Options: 



A- You can instruct the Deep Security Agents and Appliances to block traffic from the source IP address for a period of time.

B- You can create a firewall rule to permanently block traffic from the originating IP ad-dress.

C- The scan may be generated from an IP address which may be known to you. If so, the source IP address can be added to the

reconnaissance whitelist.

D- The Intrusion Prevention Protection Modules must be enabled to detect reconnaissance scans.

Answer: 
C

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The maximum disk space limit for the Identified Files folder is reached. What is the expected Deep Security Agent behavior in this

scenario?

Options: 
A- Any existing files are in the folder are compressed and forwarded to Deep Security Manager to free up disk space.



B- Deep Security Agents will delete any files that have been in the folder for more than 60 days.

C- Files will no longer be able to be quarantined. Any new files due to be quarantined will be deleted instead.

D- Deep Security Agents will delete the oldest files in this folder until 20% of the allocated space is available.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
If the limit is reached, the oldest files will be deleted first until 20% of allocated space is freed up.

Explication: Study Guide - page (203)

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following statements correctly identifies the purpose of the Integrity Monitoring Protection Module?



Options: 
A- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors traffic to verify the integrity of incoming traffic to identify protocol deviations,

packets fragments and other protocol anomalies.

B- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors critical operating system objects such as services, processes, registry keys and

ports to detect and report malicious or unexpected changes.

C- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors incoming traffic to confirm the integrity of header information including packet

source and destination details.

D- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors and analyzes the integrity of application logs to identify tampering, corruption and

other suspicious modifications to the logs.

Answer: 
B

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

How is caching used by the Web Reputation Protection Module?



Options: 
A- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to temporarily store the credibility score for a Web site. The retrieved

credibility score is cached in case the score for the Web site is required again for the life of the cache.

B- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to temporarily store the pages that make up the Web site. The Web site is

cached in case the site is visited again for the life of the cache.

C- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to keep track of Web sites that are added to the Allowed list. Any sites

added to the Allowed list will be accessible by protected servers regardless of their credibility score.

D- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to keep track of Allowed and Blocked Web sites. Any sites that are

Allowed or Blocked do not require the retrieval of a credibility score from the Trend Micro Web Reputation Service.

Answer: 
A

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following statements is true regarding Firewall Rules?



Options: 
A- Firewall Rules applied to Policy supersede similar rules applied to individuals computers.

B- When traffic is intercepted by the network filter, Firewall Rules in the policy are always applied before any other processing is done.

C- Firewall Rules applied through a parent-level Policy cannot be unassigned in a child-level policy.

D- Firewall Rules are always processed in the order in which they appear in the rule list, as displayed in the Deep Security manager

Web console.

Answer: 
C

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following statements correctly identifies the purpose of the Integrity Monitoring Protection Module?

Options: 
A- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors traffic to verify the integrity of incoming traffic to identify protocol deviations,

packets fragments and other protocol anomalies.



B- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors critical operating system objects such as services, processes, registry keys and

ports to detect and report malicious or unexpected changes.

C- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors incoming traffic to confirm the integrity of header information including packet

source and destination details.

D- The Integrity Monitoring Protection Module monitors and analyzes the integrity of application logs to identify tampering, corruption and

other suspicious modifications to the logs.

Answer: 
B

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

How is caching used by the Web Reputation Protection Module?

Options: 
A- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to temporarily store the credibility score for a Web site. The retrieved

credibility score is cached in case the score for the Web site is required again for the life of the cache.



B- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to temporarily store the pages that make up the Web site. The Web site is

cached in case the site is visited again for the life of the cache.

C- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to keep track of Web sites that are added to the Allowed list. Any sites

added to the Allowed list will be accessible by protected servers regardless of their credibility score.

D- Caching is used by the Web Reputation Protection Module to keep track of Allowed and Blocked Web sites. Any sites that are

Allowed or Blocked do not require the retrieval of a credibility score from the Trend Micro Web Reputation Service.

Answer: 
A

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which of the following statements is true regarding Firewall Rules?

Options: 
A- Firewall Rules applied to Policy supersede similar rules applied to individuals computers.



B- When traffic is intercepted by the network filter, Firewall Rules in the policy are always applied before any other processing is done.

C- Firewall Rules applied through a parent-level Policy cannot be unassigned in a child-level policy.

D- Firewall Rules are always processed in the order in which they appear in the rule list, as displayed in the Deep Security manager

Web console.

Answer: 
C

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

The maximum disk space limit for the Identified Files folder is reached. What is the expected Deep Security Agent behavior in this

scenario?

Options: 
A- Any existing files are in the folder are compressed and forwarded to Deep Security Manager to free up disk space.

B- Deep Security Agents will delete any files that have been in the folder for more than 60 days.



C- Files will no longer be able to be quarantined. Any new files due to be quarantined will be deleted instead.

D- Deep Security Agents will delete the oldest files in this folder until 20% of the allocated space is available.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 
If the limit is reached, the oldest files will be deleted first until 20% of allocated space is freed up.

Explication: Study Guide - page (203)

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Based on the details of event displayed in the exhibit, which of the following statements is false?



Options: 
A- You can instruct the Deep Security Agents and Appliances to block traffic from the source IP address for a period of time.

B- You can create a firewall rule to permanently block traffic from the originating IP ad-dress.

C- The scan may be generated from an IP address which may be known to you. If so, the source IP address can be added to the

reconnaissance whitelist.



D- The Intrusion Prevention Protection Modules must be enabled to detect reconnaissance scans.

Answer: 
C
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